Violence and Me

When you get bully the pain that you feel is like no other nobody understand not even your own mother.

When you experiences it is like digging your own grave.

Is not only affected me or you it affected everybody.

We are all stuck on this road alone but we will work the way out together because we will that much stronger.

One thing you need to remember is that everything in darkness will shine one day nothing stays hidden forever.

I ask for forgiveness and a voice called out to me and said ‘I understand...’.

Now i will take my brokens wings and learn how to fly again.

Filled with pain and hate but to get rid of it is to remember the good times you had with the people you thought that they were your half.

Don’t worry about all the things you will find, their will be a person that to help you try, you won’t be able to see it because you will be tired what you used to be so always forgive but don’t forget.